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Cangye suddenly smiles at the crowd and says, "everyone present, most people have not seen Ye 

Chen?" 

 

The crowd did not speak. 

 

"But you have all heard of Ye Chen's name, haven't you?" 

 

"Yes!" The crowd yelled loudly, the crowd was excited, and many people's expressions were somewhat 

excited. 

 

Dark night nods, ye Chen's reputation has now spread all over the land of Lingwu, many people can stay, 

in addition to the loyalty to the clan, but also have the awe of Ye Chen! 

 

Although xuanyuezong is a first-class force, it was once the peak on Lingwu land! 

 

Unfortunately, those great powers have fallen away. Now any top power can easily crush xuanyuezong. 

 

The disciples of ordinary forces may not have the chance to connect with those who touch the top 

forces. However, the disciples of xuanyuezong, as the first-class forces, have many such opportunities. 

Many people have more or less contacted those celebrities. 

 

The result is conceivable. 

 

Originally extremely proud of xuanyuezong's disciples, they were wantonly insulted and ridiculed by the 

young masters and young ladies of the top families. 

 



And they have nothing to do. 

 

They once imagined that they could trample these celebrities under their feet, recover their pride, and 

let them understand that even if the disciples of xuanyuezong were not from the top power, they were 

not the dandies who could offend them at will! 

 

However, the stronger their accomplishments are, the more they can find out how great the gap 

between them and the top-notch children is 

 

Originally, they almost gave up Have accepted the reality of bowing in front of celebrities. 

 

But at this time, a message reached their ears. 

 

Ye Chen crushed many famous children at Tianchen auction! 

 

The man who did what they couldn't do was just their classmate! 

 

Ye Chen, a disciple of xuanyuezong! 

 

For a time, xuanyuezong people, are with honor Yan! 

 

They have self-confidence, even in the face of those celebrities' children, they can also be proud to 

stand up! 

 

Because, like Ye Chen, they are also the children of xuanyuezong. When xuanyuezong produces a 

yechen, no one dares to look down on xuanyuezong's people any more! 

 

The name Ye Chen has become the dignity and pride of all xuanyue people. 

 

But it was not long before they got another news. 



 

Ye Chen is dead. 

 

I was killed by the first genius on the list 

 

Their pride, their dignity, also fell with it 

 

The dark night gazed at the crowd and cried out: "Ye Chen, are you really dead? Do you really believe 

that he is dead? " 

 

This problem has once appeared in the minds of this group of disciples. 

 

But at this time, people did not hesitate, almost crazy roar: "do not believe it!!! Don't believe it!!! Don't 

believe it 

 

For a moment, the shouts rocked the sky, and the whole xuanyuezong seemed to be shaking among the 

cries of the people. 

 

They don't believe it! Never believe it! 

 

Because ye Chen's brilliance has been completely branded into the souls of these disciples. No matter 

who they are, no matter what happens, they can't be erased! 

 

Therefore, ye Chen must be alive! 

 

Even if people all over the world tell them ye Chen is dead, they still believe that ye Chen is still alive! 

 

"Good!" The joy in the eyes of the dark night became more and more strong. "Ye Chen trampled on the 

wastes of those famous families. As the people of xuanyuezong, were we afraid of them?" 

 



"I'm not afraid of it!" 

 

On the dark night's face, there was a touch of passion and said: "today, let these bastards have a good 

insight into the strength of our xuanyuezong! Let them know that our xuanyuezong is not a soft 

persimmon that can be kneaded at will! 

 

You must have been angry with the top powers, right? today! It's time for your revenge! Let them know. 

Those who cheat me will die 

 

Xuanyue's disciples, one by one, were excited and their eyes turned red. They yelled loudly: "those who 

deceive me, xuanyue, die!! Those who cheat me will die 

 

At this time, in an attic with the plaque of the morning moon Pavilion, there are three girls, Huoying, Sun 

Yi and Zi Ning, all in it. This pavilion is the attic Ye Chen built for them. 

 

Their eyes were red and swollen. Obviously, they cried many times these days, but at this time, their 

expressions were very calm. 

 

Sun Yi looked at her palm. In her beautiful eyes, she hesitated. Suddenly, she raised her head, looked at 

zining and said, "sister purple, if When it's necessary, I'll trouble you. " 

 

Zining nodded: "don't worry." Naturally, she knew what Sun Yi meant. 

 

Of the three, only Sun Yi and ye Chen had sex. 

 

And Sun Yi also knows the change of her blood. 

 

I'm afraid the unknown and the top clubs are looking for themselves. 

 

If ye Chen's blood could only fall into the hands of those shameless people, she would have to kill Sun Yi 

and then commit suicide, which is why she appeared here instead of fighting outside.…… 

 



At this time, a dark cloud pressed on the sky of xuanyuezong, and then there was a roar and a roar. The 

whole feifeng mountain began to shake faintly. 

 

Dark night eyes slightly squint at the front, there came a strong and terrifying breath! 

 

The army of ten thousand people, dense and dense, looked from afar, it was like a surging crowd, 

pressing towards xuanyuezong! 

 

The Allied forces of the top class have finally come! 

 

Although the dark night has already made psychological preparations, but when he really saw these tens 

of thousands of people, his heart still couldn't help cluttering! 

 

None of these people is lower than the realm of creation! Moreover, the existence of the seal door 

alone is enough for a hundred people 

 

What about your side? 

 

Although xuanyuezong is a first-class force, it is still dominated by Xingqiao disciples 

 

The existence of star orifices is very rare. As for the close disciples? 

 

Just a few! 

 

Half step seal the door and seal the door realm, that already can become the elder! 

 

Not only the number of people is far less than the opposite side, but also the quality is poor. There are 

several grades in the opposite side 

 

This is not the opposite Taixu, half step Taixu these super strong Those who are strong in Taixu are 

legendary to those who are still in the grade of Lingwu 



 

Now xuanyuezong, against, is equivalent to ten living legends! 

 

Xu Hou, Xiang Qiang walks in front of the array and glances at the disciples and elders of xuanyuezong. 

They just poop and laugh! 

 

Then, the ten thousand people actually laughed together, and the laughter spread all over the feifeng 

mountain! 

 

The Marquis Xu looked at the dark night with sarcastic eyes and said to Xiang Qiang, "brother Xiang, is 

this the so-called first-class force? How can garbage look like this? I'm going to throw up. It's like a pile of 

shit in front of me. Is that all? You want to stop us? Is there any mistake? " 
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Xiang Qiang said with a smile: "brother Xu, maybe this group of rubbish is here to beg for mercy? Shall 

we have them perform a collective kneeling? It's not impossible to let them go. " 

 

Xu Hou said: "brother Xiang is really kind-hearted." 

 

As the leader of xuanyue sect, when did anyone dare to humiliate his clan in front of him? 

 

Cangye grew up in xuanyuezong when he was young. His whole life can be said to have been dedicated 

to zongmen. Zongmen is his whole life and his home! 

 

Now, there are people in front of him, in front of his disciples, wantonly insult and degrade his family! 

 

If it's a person, it will be angry! 

 



"Ha ha." Xu Hou sneered and said, "waste, what's your face? Still angry? Did not expect xuanyuezong's 

dog excrement, also quite has the individuality? Well, it's uncomfortable to look at me like this? " 

 

"Now, kneel down in front of me and dig my eyes!" he said 

 

Xuanyuezong people, are a change of face! 

 

Top ten families in Lingwu mainland are really crazy! overbearing! 

 

At night, the anger in his eyes soared to the extreme, and his whole body breath was released crazily. 

Even if he knew that he could not be the opponent of Xu Hou, he had to die for Xu Hou! 

 

But! Even death is better than humiliation! 

 

What's more, as the leader of xuanyue, he lost not only his own face, but also the faces of xuanyue sect 

and all xuanyue disciples! 

 

Among them, also include Ye Chen's face! 

 

Dark night is not afraid of death, but he is afraid that because of himself, let others look down on Ye 

Chen! He won't allow it! 

 

Because ye Chen is the pride of xuanyue! 

 

However, there is no action in the dark night. The aura of heaven and earth suddenly changes and 

shrinks wildly. On the top of the dark night, there is a palm print. 

 

A huge and incomparable, as if the whole feifeng mountain can be crushed! 

 

Xu Hou, he even made a direct move! 



 

At the moment of the appearance of the palm print, the people of xuanyue who were present all 

changed their faces wildly! 

 

That terrible palm power, in their eyes, has been close to the power of heaven and earth! One hand out, 

as if the sky roared, the gods roared, as if the whole world pressed on their heads! 

 

Cold sweat, all people's body, is the cold sweat torrent! Almost suffocating! 

 

Among them, nature also includes the night! 

 

The existence of Taixu is just as powerful as the true God! 

 

It's impossible to hide under the lock of the palm print! 

 

Even if you want to resist, you have reached the limit of the dark night! 

 

A sword shaped jade pendant flew out of his arms in the dark night, forming a bright sword light on his 

head! 

 

This jade pendant is the treasure of xuanyuezong. It has been handed down for thousands of years in 

xuanyue sect! 

 

But when Xu Hou looked at the jade pendant, he looked scornful. 

 

With a big bang and a palm pressing down, the whole feifeng mountain was shaking violently, and the 

earth and rock cracked and nearly collapsed! 

 

Xu Hou took back his hand at will, looking very leisurely, as if he had not started at all just now, but just 

slapped a mosquito at will. 

 



Can, appear in front of the public, but it is an incomparably huge, deep hole. 

 

By Xu Hou's hand, blow out of the hole! 

 

You know, this is the gate of xuanyuezong! The ground here is naturally reinforced with superior 

materials, but under the palm of Xu Hou, it is even more fragile than tofu 

 

The elders and disciples of xuanyuezong are all dull and stupid 

 

Is this really human? 

 

"Master!" At this time, a young man cried out with great grief. He flashed and fell into the cave and held 

the dark night. This man is Meng Xingyun, the disciple of cangye. 

 

At this time in the dark night, his whole body was covered with blood, and his bones and muscles were 

severely injured by Xu Hou's attack! 

 

It looks so miserable! He was seriously injured and dying, and his breath was weakened to the extreme. 

 

This powerful and powerful man, commanding xuanyue, was so crushed by the other party? 

 

This is the gap between Taixu and Fengmen! 

 

Meng Xingyun returned to the array of xuanyuezong with the dark night. A group of disciples and elders, 

looking at the appearance of the dark night, could not help but have dim eyes and tears! 

 

As the leader of xuanyue, cangye always looks serious and gives people a feeling of indifference and 

inhumanity, but in fact, he treats xuanyue with sincerity and sincerity than anyone else! 

 

It can be said that cangye really treats the people of xuanyuezong as their relatives. 



 

Now, those who can still stay in xuanyuezong respect and love cangye. A group of disciples almost 

regard cangye as their close relatives 

 

How can they not be sad and shed tears when they see their relatives being hurt like this?Why, can't you 

be angry? 

 

At this time, I don't know who took the lead in shouting: "those who cheat me xuanyue must be killed!" 

 

Xuanyuezong people in unison loudly drank: "those who deceive me xuanyue must be killed!" 

 

For a moment, the cry is shocking and murderous! 

 

When Xu Hou saw this, he frowned slightly. He had intended to blow xuanyue's hearts to pieces. 

However, to his surprise, although the night was seriously injured, he still didn't die. 

 

What's more unexpected is that this blow not only does not destroy the fighting spirit of these ants, but 

also makes them more united and firm? 

 

However, Xu Hou just sneered. Do you have any special feeling because a group of insects are waving 

their teeth in front of you? 

 

If you want to say something, it's just disgusting. 

 

No matter how firm and angry these wastes are, they can't change the fact that they are ants. 

 

Lingwu mainland is based on strength. 

 

However, Xu Hou was not interested in following up. 

 



He was born in the top ten families of Lingwu. If he did it once, how could he deal with a group of lowly 

wastes? 

 

Isn't that self degradation? 

 

Xu Hou waved his hand at will and said to the people behind him: "clean up these wastes. I don't want 

to waste time." 

 

"Yes After Xu Hou's death, those star orifices and seal doors exist. When they hear the words, they all 

express a cruel and ferocious smile. 

 

Even if those super strong don't do it, the strength of both sides is very different. This is just a massacre 

by one side 

 

Who doesn't enjoy the slaughter? 

 

Immediately, the ten thousand people yelled, and they all moved forward to the gate of xuanyuezong! 

 

Xuanyuezong's disciples, one by one, have firm faces and do not flinch at all! 

 

They know, they can't go back! 

 

Retreat is death! 
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Facing the opponent whose strength is far stronger than his own, if you want to hold the opponent's 

step, you have to fight! 

 



Ye Chen is their pride, is their faith in their heart, is Ye Chen let them have the feeling of standing on the 

top of Lingwu, even if only for a short time. 

 

However, for them, this moment of brilliance is worth sacrificing everything for them! 

 

Even their lives. 

 

After those top forces of martial arts rushed into the gate of xuanyue sect, they were in a hall in the 

center of xuanyuezong. In the eyes of Bai Zhentang, there was nothing but a flash of pure light and a big 

drink: "stand up!" 

 

Bai Zhentang, long Yitian, and Yin Che poured their spiritual power towards the crystal stones in front of 

them. In a moment, a huge array of Dharma shrouded the whole xuanyuezong. At the same time, the 

tens of thousands of martial arts practitioners were isolated from the others who were too weak and 

powerful to seal the door! 

 

Those who enter the array are also in a daze. This array obviously has a great suppression on them! 

 

"Kill 

 

Meng Xingyun had a big drink. He was seriously injured in the dark night. He had already been furious. 

He held a long golden sword and killed the crowd. With a flash of sword light, he chopped a star shaped 

warrior who had not yet fully reflected into two sections! 

 

Xuanyuezong's disciples saw that they were all in a state of spirit. They were inspired to be bloody. They 

didn't want to kill the ten thousand people! 

 

With the help of the array, they were in a standoff with tens of thousands of troops! 

 

However, many Taixu people who are isolated from the big array are not in a hurry, but they still enjoy 

watching the opera with great interest. 

 



Because there is nothing to do with the warriors who are fighting in the big array. 

 

After all, these forces are too weak to exist alone? 

 

Among the top forces, the forces sent to the Taixu strong also belong to the powerful big schools with 

the top strength. After all, if one Taixu strong person can be sent, it means that this force has at least 

two Taixu existence. 

 

As for those who are too weak and strong in half step, their expressions are wonderful 

 

Half step is too empty to represent a top power. Therefore, we can only bring the warriors under our 

command to make up the number. If we crush and crush xuanyuezong, it will be fine. Even if there is 

some loss, it will be very small. 

 

But now, the two sides are even for a time, then their casualties will rise in a straight line! 

 

But even so, they still can only watch, did not see the existence of this group of too empty, still see with 

relish? These half steps are too empty. How dare they spoil their fun? 

 

Even if they know that these top clubs are taking this opportunity to weaken themselves, it is the same. 

 

At this time, before the gate of xuanyuezong, it had been completely dyed red with blood, and one 

corpse after another lay on the ground 

 

After the shock from the beginning was relieved, those powerful warriors gradually reorganized their 

situation. Originally, their overall strength was far superior to xuanyuezong. Even if there was array 

suppression, they could still have the upper hand! 

 

Gradually, more and more xuanyuezong disciples were chopped with a knife, killed by a blow, or burnt 

into coke by the flame, and more and more people were killed and injured. 

 



With a roar, a sledgehammer with boundless power was pounding at Meng Xingyun, who was fighting. 

Meng Xingyun's face changed. At this time, he had no time to dodge, so he had to use his sword to drive 

back the enemy and raise his other hand to block the hammer! 

 

With a click, the blood splashed. One hand of Meng Xingyun was blown into a blood mist. 

 

Meng Xingyun stepped back a few steps. His face was pale. His eyes were full of blood, just like a beast 

forced into a desperate situation. 

 

In front of the mountain gate, the same situation is constantly unfolding. Almost all the remaining elders 

and disciples of xuanyuezong are injured! 

 

But even so, the faces of those powerful warriors are not at all relaxed! 

 

Because, even if these xuanyuezong people are seriously injured, even if they have been disabled, as 

long as they can still move and have a breath, they will rush up like a madman! 

 

This kind of opponent, changed who, will have a trace of timidity? 

 

A sword pierced through the body of a disciple of xuanyuezong. The swordsman just had a sarcastic 

smile on his mouth, but the next moment, his smile solidified. 

 

Because when he saw the xuanyuezong disciple who was about to die in the next second, he also 

laughed wildly and strangely! 

 

The disciple suddenly grasped his hand, and his body began to deform and expand, sending out a breath 

of destruction. 

 

With a roar, this disciple, unexpectedly, blew himself up! Even gods and spirits are detonated together, 

just to die with the opponent! 

 



Everyone can see that the collapse of xuanyuezong is just a matter of time. However, these powerful 

martial arts are more and more timid! 

 

The reason is very simple. No one wants to be the one who is pulled into the water by these crazy 

people before they die 

 

Xu Hou and others frowned. They wanted to see both sides bleed, as if they were watching a group of 

ants fighting each other. But now these powerful warriors are tied up. Even if they can defeat the 

xuanyuezong people, they will waste a lot of time.In this way, I'm a little tired. 

 

If you don't bleed, isn't it boring farce? 

 

Xu Hou and others, even if they want to weaken other top forces, can not wait any longer. 

 

Xu Hou said lightly: "this group of waste, too long to delay." 

 

A half step Taixu took the opportunity to say, "master Xu, let us break this array. The mobs of 

xuanyuezong are not crushed at will?" 

 

"You?" Xu Hou looked at the man with disdain and sneered, "do you think this big array is so broken? It 

seems that the xuanyuezong still has some details. Even if you take these half step Taixu moves 

together, it will take half an hour to break the battle. 

 

If I'm right, xuanyuezong was also a top power in ancient times, even stronger than my Xu family. 

Unfortunately, it's not ancient anymore. 

 

And we have so much time to waste? " 

 

The man could not help but look embarrassed and shut up. 

 

Xu Hou turned to the two Taixu beings standing on one side and said, "brother Cai, brother Zheng, can 

you two please do it?" 



 

This big array of xuanyuezong needs two Taixu existential hands to break it instantly. 

 

Cai Hua and Zheng ruohu nodded and went to the front. 

 

Two people look at that big array of protective light curtain, look at one eye, are eyebrows micro frown. 

 

These two people are the existence of Taixu in the early stage. If they want to break through the battle 

with a single attack, they still have some reluctance. They need to enhance the power of attack to the 

extreme! 
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Immediately, Cai Hua's hands trembled, and a long gun appeared in his hand, while Zheng ruohu was 

rolling with supernatural power. The injured tiger finger exuded amazing evil spirit! 

 

The two men rise up and hang in the air. On Cai Hua's spear, endless killing intention condenses, and 

turns into a nine headed devil snake with its head raised and hissing. It can swallow up the sky and be 

unparalleled in ferocity! 

 

Zheng ruohu's whole body breath is not weak at all. The tiger finger treasure is full of evil spirit. The roar 

of the lion shakes all over the country. Between the evil spirits, a huge black lion looms, just like the 

death incarnation of killing all things in hell, shaking the void! 

 

These two people all out, powerful, can be called horror! 

 

Even Marquis Xu, Xiang Qiang and other top ten families whose strength is one notch higher than them 

are all eyebrows with a flicker of color in their eyes. 

 



At the same time, these powerful men, with a cruel smile on their faces, looked at the xuanyue garbage 

which was still struggling in a desperate position. Once the mountain protection array was broken, it 

was just a simple matter to kill these ants! 

 

These idiots, are they still resisting? Ha ha, it's a big smile! 

 

Cai Hua and Zheng ruohu, their breath has reached the peak, which is the best time to shoot! 

 

But at this time, a group of xuanyue disciples, who were still fighting bravely, all of a sudden, their eyes 

twinkled, their bodies moved, and they retreated to the rear! 

 

These people, including the elders who sealed the door and half step, the disciples of Xingqiao, and the 

disciples of nature, there are a full number of 1200! 

 

These people are the strongest group of people against xuanyue! 

 

What are they doing? 

 

A large number of powerful martial arts, are showing a suspicious color, just like a Madman of the 

enemy, how suddenly retreat? 

 

These warriors naturally want to take advantage of the situation to pursue and suppress each other. 

However, those xuanyue disciples around them, regardless of the opponents they are fighting with, rush 

to these people who want to pursue them. As a result, they are naturally caught by the opponent and 

seriously injured! Some were even killed in an instant! 

 

What about the survivors? They went straight to the pursuers with a look of Madness on their faces! 

 

Boom! Boom! 

 

These xuanyue disciples did not hesitate to explode themselves! 

 



The pursuers screamed, dead and wounded! 

 

And these xuanyue disciples, at the cost of their lives, succeeded in fighting for the opportunity to fight 

for those who retreated! 

 

Good! 

 

It's a shot! 

 

Xuanyuezong, there is a card! 

 

Ye Chen gave them the cards! 

 

The one or two hundred men turned their wrists in unison. In their hands, a sword appeared. 

 

A simple shape, rough long sword! 

 

"Kill Meng Xingyun drank violently. They have been fighting for so long. What they are waiting for is 

now! 

 

In an instant, hundreds of soul power waves in front of the gate of xuanyuezong! 

 

Among them, more than one hundred of them are aimed at the two Taixu beings who are about to 

make a move, and the remaining dozens are aimed at a large number of powerful warriors in front of 

them! 

 

Zheng ruohu and Cai Hua have changed their faces, and the fluctuation of more than 100 soul forces has 

even made them feel the breath of danger! 

 

However, at this time to the crucial moment of the hand, simply can not stop ah! 



 

The next moment, buzzing, hundreds of sound of breaking the sky, in front of the gate of xuanyuezong, 

whistling past! 

 

The hundreds of Horcruxes burst in the eyes of the people! 

 

A burst, the soul of terror, then swept! 

 

At this time, Zheng ruohu and Cai Hua roared wildly and finally bombarded the mountain protection 

array of xuanyuezong! 

 

The serpent dances wildly, and the lion roars in the sky! Hit hard on the protective screen. 

 

The earth shakes, the sky changes color, the void is constantly bursting, and the whole feifeng mountain 

is on the verge of collapse! 

 

With a click, a crack appeared above the protective light curtain, and then it began to diffuse rapidly! 

 

In the roar, the protective light curtain, finally, completely broken! 

 

At the same time, Bai Zhentang, who presided over the battle, also suddenly vomited out a large 

mouthful of blood, and their breath was instantly withered. 

 

However, the moment the battle array was broken, Cai Hua, Zheng ruohu, and those powerful men 

were also completely submerged by the endless soul force which was like a huge wave! 

 

Xuanyuezong people see this, is the face is happy! 

 

It's a success! They've made it! 

 



Ye Chen gave a lot of soul tools to the night, one part of which is the spirit sword, the other part is the 

spirit of the sea! 

 

If all this power breaks out! The power is terrible! 

 

Poof! 

 

Cai Hua and Zheng ruohu, in their seven orifices, gushed blood, and their bodies trembled and fell from 

the air. After a brief silence, the remaining more than 10000 powerful warriors broke out into a 

thunderous scream! 

 

All through, all through 

 

In front of the gate of xuanyuezong, the sound of falling body is constantly ringing!One after another of 

the powerful martial arts, are empty eyes, the face of the wooden fell on the ground, it seems that their 

spirit is completely disappeared! 

 

Xuanyuezong people's face on the joy, more and more thick! 

 

However, at this time, suddenly, a laugh rose and reverberated in the air! 

 

A laugh full of ridicule and disdain 

 

Xu Hou's laughter. 

 

At this time, Xu Hou, Xiang Qiang and other strong people in the Taixu state were all looking at the 

disciples of xuanyue sect with their faces amused, as if they were enjoying the funny performance of 

clowns! 

 

A lot of half step too empty face, is some ugly, but, also only this, there is no more. 

 



What's going on? 

 

Xuanyuezong's disciples, the elders smile solidified. 

 

Why do they laugh? 

 

Why does laughter sound so ironic? 

 

Is not the killing move of oneself and others successful? 

 

Didn't it work? 

 

How could this happen? 

 

At this time, the disciples of xuanyuezong once again turned their eyes to the front of the mountain 

gate. 

 

Two figures, some trembling, rose from the ground. 

 

Zheng ruohu and Cai Hua wipe the blood on their faces and look at the xuanyuezong people without 

expression. 

 

In their eyes, is the tumultuous anger, as well as the extremely cold killing intention! 

 

Xuanyuezong people's eyes, shaken, shocked! 

 

That's hundreds of ways, close to the baptism of Taixu level Horcrux! 

 

Even so, did not kill these two Taixu existence? 



 

How could it be? How could this happen? 

 

What makes them even more blank is that although thousands of people were killed and injured by the 

powerful warriors in front of them, but 

 

The rest of the people, although a little listless breath, full of blood, face pain, can all survive ah! What's 

more, it looks like it has fighting ability! 

 

It is still not the number that can be resisted by the remnant of xuanyuezong 

 

This time, in the eyes of xuanyuezong's disciples, there was a look of despair 

 

As if the soul had been emptied. 

 

Although they are willing to die for ye Chen, they are still human beings! 

 

He is a man of flesh and blood, with feelings! 

 

It's not a killing machine! 
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They have, will be able to do everything, to the extreme 

 

But even so, it still can't make up for the gap in strength 

 

How can we not despair? Who would be desperate 



 

This is not to say that ye Chen's Horcrux is not powerful. 

 

Normally speaking, even if most of these spirits use Horcruxes, their power will be greatly reduced. 

 

However, with the compensation of the number, not to mention the second kill, two Taixu can still exist 

and lose their fighting power to a certain extent, and those who have such a number of martial arts 

should have been completely wiped out 

 

But! 

 

If you want to blame, they are all powerful martial arts! 

 

What they enjoy, however, are the ordinary martial arts practitioners, and the resources they can't 

imagine! 

 

Even if their own qualifications, strength, in the same rank, is not particularly outstanding existence, 

but! 

 

Under the stack of those resources, there is a terrible Promotion 

 

In other aspects, it's OK to say that the gap between spirit and spirit is very great compared with the 

same level of wealth! 

 

Why? 

 

Because of the existence of Soul Crystal! 

 

Soul crystal, can resist spirit attack to a great extent! 

 



Therefore, xuanyuezong's killing moves did not achieve the desired effect 

 

It can only be said that bad luck 

 

However, don't look at Cai Hua, Zheng ruohu's expressionless appearance, in fact, their hearts, also 

some fear ah! 

 

Why? 

 

A soul crystal of both of them burst into pieces! 

 

If it's more than a dozen Horcruxes I'm afraid their spirits will be planted. 

 

Unfortunately, there is no if. 

 

Looking at a group of disciples of xuanyuezong, Xu Hou sneered and said, "ha ha, then struggle? A group 

of wastes, no matter how hard they struggle, they can't change the fact that they are waste. What else 

do you have to do to continue to use them? It's really funny to watch you clowns perform. Go on? I 

haven't seen enough? " 

 

On xuanyue's face, there was a look of shame and indignation. He clenched his fists, but he couldn't 

refute it! Dare not refute! 

 

Why? 

 

Their means have been exhausted 

 

Now to refute is to seek death! 

 

They are not afraid of death, but they are dead. Who will protect them? 



 

Even if humiliated, they should do everything possible to delay time! 

 

After all, in their hearts, there is still a hope! 

 

Ye Chen, not dead! 

 

Ye Chen, is coming here! 

 

At this time, ye Chen, standing on the deck of the airship, accelerated to an unimaginable speed. 

Moreover, he was still in the space tunnel, crossing countless distances and shuttling through the limit. 

 

However, ye Chen is still anxious! 

 

He's worried! Worry about not having time! 

 

He is a man who is not afraid of heaven and earth. He is a man who never asks for heaven or prays! 

 

But now, he can't help but pray in the bottom of his heart! 

 

Pray for yourself, can catch up! 

 

One hour! 

 

He knew that in another hour, he would arrive at xuanyuezong! 

 

Master, master, you must hold on! 

 



However, at this moment, Xu Hou looked at the silent crowd of xuanyuezong, but he was tired and 

bored. 

 

He said to Cai Hua, Zheng ruohu and the rest of the half step Taixu: "brother Cai, brother Zheng, and all 

the other half step Taixu people, these ants just made you very unhappy? 

 

I'm a man who has the beauty of success. I'll let you crush these wastes and vent your anger. Don't delay 

it. Finish early. After you get the evil blood, you can come to our Xu family and enjoy the celebration 

banquet! " 

 

Cai Hua, Zheng ruohu, and a kind of half step Taixu smell speech are all spiritual vibration! 

 

"Thank you very much, brother Xu." 

 

"Thank you very much for your success 

 

At the same time, the mountain gate is full of breath! 

 

Puff, puff, puff! 

 

Thousands of xuanyue people, spit blood to fly backward! The whole body bone burst to pieces, the 

meridians were torn, seriously injured and miserable, dying! 

 

Terror! 

 

It's horrible! 

 

These half steps are too empty to exist, even with the breath, they will seriously hurt thousands of 

people! Towards death! 

 



Can, let these powerful men some surprise is, even so, in front of these Lingwu garbage, unexpectedly 

did not retreat? 

 

Not even a step back? 

 

However, these half steps are too empty, but they are not afraid of death. Are they not mole ants? 

 

Their breath is surging and their spiritual power is surging. They are going to smash the disciples of 

xuanyuezong into ashes! 

 

But at this time, one by one xuanyuezong's disciples roared wildly and rushed into the crowd of 

powerful and ordinary martial arts people. They blew themselves up, blew themselves up, and blew 

themselves up madly!They know that once these half steps exist, they will wait for others, and only die! 

 

Death, they are not afraid, but they are not willing to! 

 

They are unwilling to die like this. They are ye Chen's classmates. On them, there are women who 

protect Ye Chen and the responsibility of Ye Chen's blood! 

 

In this way, crushed by the enemy, second kill, they still face those who have died for ye Chen? 

 

At this time, all xuanyue people are angry, they hate, they are angry! 

 

They hate these shameless celebrities, they are angry at their powerlessness! 

 

If they just wait for death, what face will they face to face the Ye Chen who brings them pride? 

 

So, they're going to blow themselves up! Fight to death! In order to stop these enemies, make the last 

effort, and use the last bit of strength and the last drop of blood in their lives to maintain their pride! 

 

This is the blood of xuanyue, which is the pride of xuanyue! 



 

Only in this way can they think that they are qualified to be ye Chen's classmates! 

 

Xuanyue people, to death glory! 

 

Some of these disciples are still young and carefree, but they just fall away, and their lives disappear 

before they have time to shine 

 

Is it miserable? 

 

Miserable! 

 

It's miserable! 

 

But no one has the slightest complaint. 

 

No one felt regret. 

 

Those powerful martial arts were startled, and they were about to retreat. But suddenly, an invisible 

vigorous Qi blocked them in front of them! 

 

The sound of the roar! the earth trembled and the mountains swayed. 

 

However, the vigorous Qi in front of them was so strong that even a little wave did not set off! These 

xuanyue people, even if they fight for life and everything, are just helpless struggles? 

 

But, in the air, left a shocking bloodstain. 

 

Those half step too empty existence, full of sarcasm at those who continue to die xuanyue people, 

sneer: "you, are idiots? Can you break through our vigorous gas protection by the self explosion of your 



wastes? Hehe, it's just for nothing. However, it's good to see that we're going to do it, and we're going 

to smell like you. " 

 

These people's self explosion, it is like a balloon burst in general, and their vigorous gas protection? It's 

an iron wall. Even if 100 million balloons or 1 billion balloons explode, what happens? Can you blow up 

the iron walls? 

 

It's killing me. 

 

Since Xu Hou and others have allowed them to do so, they can no longer allow their own forces to be 

compromised. 

 

In the morning moon Pavilion, listening to the cry, explosion, burning cherry, Sun Yi, her pretty face is 

full of intolerance and heartache. They know that these disciples of xuanyue sect are dying for them! 

 

Especially Sun Yi, her face is very pale, it seems that she is on the verge of collapse! 

 

The people of xuanyuezong have always been very kind to her. She does not belong to xuanyuezong or 

even to Lingwu land. However, these people have accepted themselves without any objection and treat 

her as their relatives 

 

For such people, how can she bear to let them die like this for their own sake, so needlessly sacrifice? 

 

She can't bear it. She can't! 

 

As for zining, at this time, her eyes are red with blood, her breath is disordered, and she is almost 

possessed! 

 

She grew up in xuanyuezong when she was a child. Xuanyuezong is like her home. The elders and 

disciples of xuanyuezong are all her family members. Now, her relatives, one by one, are killed in battle 

and fall in front of her home. She is almost going crazy! 

 



She wants to rush out, to fight, to die with her relatives! 

 

But she can't do it 

 

Because she is the last line of defense and the last protector of xuanyuezong 

 

Zining opened the window and looked at the gate. With her vision of cultivation, she could see clearly 

what happened in front of the gate, almost like it happened in front of her own eyes. 

 

She bit her lips, trying to suppress their emotions, lips are bleeding, blood flowing down the corner of 

the mouth, dripping. 

 

Zining has never looked away from her eyes! 

 

She couldn't fight, but she couldn't help remembering the scene in front of her. It was her punishment 

for herself! 

 

She wants to brand this scene firmly in her heart! Never forget! 

 

She hates it! How hate! She gazed at the faces of the murderers who killed her fellow murderers. She 

was a ghost, and she would not let them go! 

 

What these people have done is like killing her whole family. They are all enemies! 

 

Zheng ruohu looked at those xuanyue disciples who exploded themselves and snorted coldly. There 

were still a lot of xuanyue disciples. It was too slow for him to wait. He immediately raised his hand, and 

the shadow of the black lion flashed, and his fists leaped at night. Then he rolled over the crowd. 

 

Without the protection of the array, Zheng ruohu's fist is enough to kill all xuanyue people!But at this 

time, the shadow of the Mountain Gate flashed, and the three figures blocked the lion shadow's fist 

intention. With a roar, the three virtual shadows all flew backward and hit the ground severely. 

However, the shadow of the fist disappeared. 



 

Zheng ruohu eyebrow tip a pick, these three people are Bai Zhentang, Yin Che, and long Yitian! 

 

When the array was broken, they were bitten back and rushed to the battlefield. 

 

When the three elders saw the bloodstains and corpses in front of the mountain gate, the mourning 

color in their eyes almost turned into substance! 

 

These three experienced countless vicissitudes, vertical and horizontal Lingwu years of strong, for a 

time, old tears! 

 

At this time, although they blocked each other's fist, but the body's injury, also more serious. 

 

Zheng ruohu's fist was blocked, his face was gloomy and his breath was surging all over his body. He 

wanted to do his best. But suddenly, in the sky, there was a burst of thunder! 

 

People looked up, and their eyes were full of amazement. 

 

An airship, flying across the sky! 
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When Xu Hou's eyes sank, he recognized the airship! 

 

It's the airship of the moon Tower! 

 

Generally speaking, airships can only pass through the space tunnel. However, if Taixu has a hand, it is 

not impossible to directly break through the space and let the airship enter. 

 



However, in this way, airship has to bear the turbulent flow of space, which will do great damage to it! 

 

At this time, several extremely powerful breath rose from the airship, and dense shadows fell in front of 

the gate of xuanyuezong. 

 

Among these people, there are Chu Hong, the head of Chu family, Chu Xing, the elder of Chu family, the 

state of Jiuyou dedicated to huyanjie, Ma Tianyuan, Ge Qing of Shenhuo academy, sikonglie, the 

ancestor of Lingwu royal family, four elders of xuanyuezong's Secret realm, Fen Tiangang, the head of 

the burning heaven clan, and their students and clansmen. 

 

It turned out that the Chu family had already contacted these forces in order to protect xuanyuezong 

this time. As a result, they delayed a little time. 

 

Xu Hou, Xiang Qiang and others saw this, and his face finally changed! Others don't know the Chu family, 

the people of the country of nine you, and they are the strong ones of the top forces! 

 

How terrible! There are six people in Taixu! 

 

Moreover, four of them are from the royal family of the kingdom of Jiuyou and the Chu family of the 

state of Jiuyou! 

 

Not to mention the power they bring, this is the background, is not the Xu family, Xiang home can 

compare ah! 

 

A Chu family can almost crush Xu family and Xiang family! 

 

Not to mention the existence of the Colossus of the royal family! 

 

Chu Hong's eyes twinkled. In fact, if the Chu family could pour out their nests, it would be enough to 

quell the riot. However, all the elders of the Chu family strongly opposed it. In the end, he could only 

bring Chu stars who had a good relationship with him. 

 



As for the kingdom of Jiuyou, although the emperor of the kingdom of Jiuyou couldn't bear the nine 

princess's bitter entreaties, he finally agreed to take the move. However, in order to deal with the 

herdsmen, he had sent ten Taixu strongmen. There was not much power in their hands, so he could only 

send two Taixu worshippers. 

 

However, the entrance of the Chu family and the country of Jiuyou is enough to make people tremble! 

 

Xu Sheng and others can't help but show their horror. How can this happen? 

 

Ye Chen, this boy, still has friendship with the Chu family and the royal family of Jiuyou? 

 

This, too bad 

 

The faces of the rich and powerful families were ugly. 

 

Chu Hong's sharp eyes stabbed Xu Hou and said coldly, "master Xu, ye Chen has a close relationship with 

me. Do you want to move him? I don't agree with the Chu family. You don't really intend to fight with 

my Chu family, do you? Even at war with the kingdom of Jiuyou 

 

The state of Jiuyou worships huyanlie and says: "the emperor has his life, ye Chen has grace to the nine 

princesses. Those who violate xuanyue sect will be beheaded." 

 

For a moment, those who are too weak and strong are silent. Although Ye Chen's blood is good, they 

can only get a trace of it! 

 

Is it worth fighting with the Chu family and the kingdom of Jiuyou for this trace of blood? 

 

And those xuanyuezong is still alive, is incomparably excited to look at Chu Hong and others! 

 

They don't know, ye Chen has so much energy! 

 



Compared with the Chu family and the royal family of Jiuyou, what are the top forces of Lingwu? 

 

Xu Hou's face changed constantly, but all of a sudden, his eyes brightened and he said with a smile to 

Chu Hong: "master of Chu family, do you say you don't agree with Chu family? I want to ask, do you 

agree or disagree with the Chu family? Otherwise, why only bring a Taixu existence here? " 

 

Recently, he asked for trouble again? What's more, mind your own business here? " 

 

Both Chu Hong and Hu Yanlie frown. 

 

If you can directly persuade Xu Hou and others to retreat, naturally it is the best. After all, although they 

have come, there are ten Taixu and dozens of half step Taixu. Although the four Taixu of Chu family and 

Jiuyou kingdom are stronger than the general Taixu of Lingwu mainland, the strength of the other side is 

better than that of the other side! 

 

Xu Hou knows that now the Xu family has been under the control of nameless. Since nameless has 

explained that he wants to capture Ye Chen's blood, then he must not return empty handed! 

 

Nameless terror, but he is very clear, if this matter fails, the consequences are very serious 

 

He glanced at the faces of his allies. His eyes twinkled and said, "gentlemen! Have you ever thought that 

ye Chen is still alive? " 

 

What? 

 

When Xu Hou said this, all the people present looked at him in surprise. 

 

Why did Xu Hou say that? 

 

He is the last person who should think ye Chen is alive! 

 



Xu Hou's eyes flashed: "it's not impossible to say that he is alive. The vitality of this person is terrible, 

isn't it?" 

 

"And if ye Chen were alive, what would happen to us? Have you ever thought about it?" 

 

All the rich and powerful families are pale! 

 

Ye Chenxing has the strength to match Taixu. If you give him a little more time, no one knows what will 

happen. Such a threat is too terrible! It's frightening!They look at me and I look at you. Is Xu Hou going 

to retire now when he says this? 

 

Xu Hou suddenly raised his voice and said in a loud voice, "but! That's it! Do you think that even if we 

retire now, ye Chen will let us go! " 

 

"So there's only one way to be safe!" 

 

"Take the blood of this demon and give it to the unknown young master! After the nameless childe got 

this blood, his strength will certainly soar. Only he can become our dependence! 

 

You can beat Ye twice in one hour! If ye Chen is still alive, the first one to kill him is the unknown childe 

 

"Now, you don't know what to do? From the beginning to the end, we have only one choice! As for the 

Chu family, the kingdom of nine you? Ha ha, you don't have to worry too much. The unknown childe has 

already told me that after we succeed this time, he is likely to break through the Taixu state! And it's the 

middle of Taixu! 

 

If he breaks through Taixu, what country of nine you, what Chu family, ha ha, is he the opponent of the 

unknown childe? " 

 

After Xu Hou's agitation, those powerful people all yelled: "act for heaven! enforce justice on behalf of 

Heaven! Act for heaven 

 



Chu Hong's eyes sank and suddenly raised his hand. Thousands of soul weapon swords fell into the 

hands of xuanyuezong and Shenhuo Academy. 

 

The face of the rich and powerful families changed! 

 

They have just suffered a lot! 

 

Again? 

 

And thousands of them? 

 

This time, they are really afraid 

 

Chu Hong said coldly, "now, are you sure you want to fight?" 

 

Although the Horcrux that Chu Hong bought from here is already the object of Wangshen tower, he 

can't use it at will. However, Chu Hong still used his authority to call 1000 handles, which is his limit. 
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What's more, if you really use up the thousand soul weapons, it's equivalent to making the Chu family 

lose thousands of gods and stones! 

 

In that case, he could not even keep the position of the head of the Chu family 

 

But! 

 

What about money, status? 

 



Chu Hong also does not believe that ye Chen is dead! 

 

The reason is very simple, because, ye Chen promised to him, will certainly save Chu Ying! 

 

How can ye Chen die? 

 

How can he fulfill his promise when he is dead? 

 

Just the promise of Ye Chen, let Chu Hong have the reason to defend him recklessly! 

 

Ye Chen, is the man whom he Chu Hong's daughter loves! 

 

Only Xu Hou, but still kept calm, looked at Chu Hong and said with a sneer: "master of Chu family, good 

handwriting, but do you really think that after knowing Ye Chen has many Horcruxes, we will not have 

any preparation at all?" 

 

With a little bit of his hand, an invisible wave rose in the air. People looked at him and saw a transparent 

creature with a pair of wings like a small elephant in front of Xu Hou. 

 

Many people cast a puzzled look at Marquis Xu. What is this? 

 

It seems that it's just a strange looking monster. It's nothing special? 

 

Can you block the Horcrux with this thing? 

 

When Xu Hou saw this, he said faintly: "this beast is called the soul eating demon. It is very weak, but it 

has a kind of talent, which can swallow up all kinds of soul power fluctuations. 

 

This soul eating demon, it is said, belongs to the extremely rare existence in the kingdom of gods. Is this 

the end of Lingwu? It was given to me by the unknown childe. The young master knew things like God. 

He had already guessed that this might happen. " 



 

When xuanyuezong's people used the Horcrux just now, he didn't release the soul eating demon just 

because it was unnecessary. Anyway, those low-level warriors who died were not subordinates of the Xu 

family. 

 

The rich and powerful people hear the speech, all is the spirit to shake! 

 

And Chu Hong's face, then thoroughly gloomy down, the other side unexpectedly still has backhand!? 

 

It's very rare for people to know that the spirit of terror is extremely rare in the kingdom of Chu! 

 

Who could have thought that nameless could have come out? 

 

In this land of Lingwu, there are very few things that can control thousands of Taixu soul weapons, but 

they appear on the opposite side? 

 

Xuanyuezong, Shenhuo academy, secret place and others are all smiling, and they can't help feeling a 

little desperate. Is it possible that even heaven is standing opposite this time? 

 

Is this nameless talent favored by heaven, not ye Chen? 

 

Even Chu Hong, a strong man, was slightly shaken 

 

Even if there are thousands of soul weapons in Taixu state, which are very strong, Chu Hong has no 

confidence in the face of soul eating demons 

 

However, Chu Hong was also a man who had experienced big waves. He calmed down in an instant, 

showed a resolute look, and yelled: "attack!" 

 

At the same time, I flip my wrist and hold a sword that looks like a crystal. My whole body is full of 

spiritual power. I immediately take a hand and cut it at the soul eating demon with a sword! 



 

Xu Hou's face changed slightly. This sword was extremely terrible! 

 

Even if Taixu exists, Chu Hong's sword makes him feel dangerous! 

 

This guy has been hiding his accomplishments all these years! 

 

However, he snorted coldly. A protective artifact in his hand was shining brightly and turned into a 

barrier to protect the soul eating demon. With a flash of his eyes, he held a long knife in his hand and 

drank violently. He cut out a dark and frightening sword awn and collided with the sword awn! 

 

The sword awn disappeared, but the sword awn was also cut several times, fell on the Xu Hou's 

protective barrier, and all of them returned to nothingness, but the soul eating demon was undamaged! 

 

At this time, the thousand handle Horcrux finally burst, and the endless soul power surged wildly. For a 

moment, people all had an illusion that the whole world was distorted and deformed in the soul force! 

 

However, the next moment, a strange scene appeared. 

 

The spirit eating demon suddenly raised its long trunk and gave out a hissing. In an instant, time seemed 

to be forbidden in an instant! 

 

Then, the infinite soul power of the emergence of the rich and powerful people rushed toward the soul 

eating demon one after another! 

 

However, being submerged by the terrifying and suffocating soul force wave, the soul eating demon was 

not abnormal at all, but was very happy and excited! 

 

However, with the continuous phagocytosis, the soul eating demon also gradually began to struggle, and 

the transparent body began to dye with strands of bright red! 

 

Xu Hou frowned! 



 

Too much! 

 

The energy released by the thousand handle Horcrux is too great! 

 

Even if the spirit eater has the ability to devour soul power, it can't swallow it! 

 

Just like a person, even if he can eat again, there is always a time when he is full and full! 

 

"Oh, HM!" The spirit eating demon gave out a painful roar, and the blood in his mouth flowed. The 

whole body turned into a bright red color! 

 

However, at this time, the soul power contained in the thousand handle soul weapon was completely 

absorbed!Xu Hou breathed a sigh of relief, with a sneer on his face, he waved his hand to put away the 

soul eating demon, and all the rich and powerful families showed great joy! 

 

As soon as the thousand handled Horcruxes are gone, their greatest threat will disappear! 

 

After all, in terms of Taixu strongmen, there are several more people on their own side than the other 

side. This battle seems to be winning! 

 

"Kill!" Xu Hou knew that, regardless of the attitude of the Chu family, Chu Hong himself was not bluffing 

since he had used all the soul weapons. He really wanted to fight for ye Chen. In that case, he would 

never die! 

 

When will it be better not to kill at this time? 

 

Obviously, Xu Hou also had great experience in war, and he also paid attention to when to start a war. 

At this time, his own momentum was the strongest and the opponent's momentum was the weakest. It 

was the opportunity to make a move! 

 



Immediately, those too empty, half step too exist, one after another, to find their own opponents, and a 

group of sealed doors, star orifices, the creator of chemical weapons, also became a group! 

 

Chu Hong, Chu Xing, Hu Yanjie, and Ma Tianyuan come from the kingdom of Jiuyou. Although the 

foundation of Jiuyou's martial arts is not comparable to that of Shenguo, it is also far beyond the land of 

Lingwu. If you can't kill one to one, these four people will undoubtedly be able to suppress the Taixu 

existence of Lingwu and stand in an invincible position! 

 

However, this time, there are ten Taixu strong men in all! At the same time, there are many half step too 

empty existence, also can not be ignored! 

 

Chu Hong's four strong men from the country of nine secluded, their figures flashed, and everyone was 

surrounded by two Taixu beings! 

 

Ge Qing's eyes flashed on Cai Hua and Zheng ruohu! 

 

Although Ge Qing is not a member of Jiuyou Kingdom, he is just an ordinary Taixu existence. However, 

when Cai Hua and Zheng ruohu broke the battle before, they were hurt by hundreds of soul weapons. 

Their strength has been reduced! 

 

The old ancestor of the royal family, sikonglie, is both Taixu. However, this ancestor looks like a middle-

aged man, but in fact, he is old. He is on the verge of death, and he is only ten thousand years old. His 

strength has begun to decline, and he is not even the opponent of ordinary Taixu strong men. 
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However, even so, sikonglie is still a real Taixu existence. He has a strong breath all over his body, and 

stops a group of people from rushing into the gate of xuanyuezong and forcing him to be a half step 

Taixu existence in the morning moon Pavilion! 

 

A group of half steps are too empty, step a meal, face a little dignified to see to Si Kong lie. 

 



However, it did not retreat. 

 

Generally speaking, half step Taixu can only be crushed and killed in the face of normal Taixu existence, 

and the gap is not a little bit big. 

 

But! Sometimes, the number can make up for a certain gap! 

 

The half step of the powerful is too empty. There are twenty or thirty people! 

 

It's not impossible to fight with one of them even if we join hands! 

 

Sikong lie snorted coldly and raised his hands. The temperature around him soared in an instant, and his 

whole body seemed to be incarnated as a fiery sun, a lifelike, scaly and clawed fire dragon circling 

around Sikong lie, raising his head and roaring, and taking off towards one of the half step Taixu 

existence! 

 

The half step was too empty, and his face changed wildly. As soon as he raised his hand, he put out a 

bone shield to block him in front of him. His spirit power poured into it wildly. The bone shield grew 

rapidly and wrapped the whole person in it! 

 

And the other half step is too empty, also one after another to attack the fire dragon! 

 

The half step Taixu, which was used to release the bone shield, was blown upside down. On the bone 

shield, it was also blackened. 

 

However, Sikong lie is slightly frown, this blow, was blocked. 

 

For a time, dozens of half step Taixu, and Sikong lie into a group! 

 

The whole xuanyuezong Mountain Gate has become an extremely tragic battlefield! 

 



Although the strong men were wounded and bleeding in the battle, the most serious casualties were the 

ordinary warriors! 

 

Although there are new forces to join, but overall, xuanyuezong side is still in a disadvantage! 

 

I can't help being pressed into the Mountain Gate by a group of warriors from the powerful family! 

 

What's more, although Chu Hong and others are superior in strength, they are still under great pressure 

when facing the existence of two members of the same rank. They are even suppressed! 

 

Half an hour later, they had already fought from the mountain gate to zongnei, from zongnei to 

Houshan. 

 

Xuanyuezong's houses and palaces have been reduced to ruins at this time. The former fairyland is just 

like purgatory on earth! 

 

And the rich and powerful people, also gradually toward the morning moon Pavilion close. 

 

Now even if burning cherry trees, Sun Yi can clearly see that the people of xuanyue sect, secret place 

and Shenhuo academy are fighting for them! 

 

From the gate of xuanyuezong mountain to the morning moon Pavilion, the corpses have been covered 

at this time! 

 

Their relatives, their friends, their classmates, the bodies of their teachers! 

 

The three women in the morning moon Pavilion did not shed tears at this time. 

 

Because, the tears, has run dry! 

 



Looking at the purgatory like picture in front of them, their hearts could not help but filled with pain and 

despair! 

 

At this time, Ge Qing was wielding his sword and suppressing Zheng ruohu. Even though Zheng ruohu's 

fists were raging and the black lion roared, it was impossible to reverse it. His face was so ugly that he 

even had a trace of fear in his eyes! 

 

If he goes on like this, he will be in danger! Ge Qing's eyes flashed, and his sword idea was vertical and 

horizontal 

 

The most powerful sword will condense, a sword out, as if to be able to penetrate the star river! 

 

But in this moment, a spear with the shadow of the snake suddenly crossed the void and stabbed Ge 

Qing. The speed was incomparable! 

 

With a splash of blood, Ge Qing's sword has not yet been fully shot. The spear has pierced his body, 

which is a magic weapon for protecting his body. It can't resist this extremely old, powerful and almost 

impeccable gun! 

 

Ge Qing's face was stagnant. He suddenly changed his moves. The sword light swept to Cai Hua and 

forced him back! 

 

Cai Hua's breath gradually declined, panting violently, and his face grew old rapidly. Obviously, he had 

just used some means to stimulate his potential. 

 

However, at this time, he is with a sneer, because Ge Qing is more miserable! 

 

Ge Qing's waist was poked out a big hole, blood instantly dyed red clothes, his eyes shaking, fuzzy, 

breath is crazy falling, he even stepped back several steps, almost fell to the ground, had to rely on the 

long sword to support his body, did not fall down. 

 

Ge Qing almost lost his power! 

 



Xu Hou, Xiang Qiang and others are all in ecstasy! 

 

Despite the fact that GE Qing was defeated, the lack of a strong man is tantamount to saying that the 

balance of the war situation has been broken! 

 

The Libra of victory has fallen on their side! 

 

Zheng ruohu looks at GE Qing, who is seriously injured. He almost killed him just now. Now it's time to 

settle accounts! 

 

His fist is surging, and he is going to hit Ge Qing! 

 

But at this time, a Jiao drink, suddenly sounded. 

 

"Stop it!" 

 

The crowd was stunned and looked in the direction of the voice.In the morning moon Pavilion, three 

women came out. 

 

Three extremely beautiful women with different styles. 

 

Zining, burning cherry, Sun Yi came out, came in front of everyone. 

 

A large number of powerful men, looking at the three women, are eyes wide open, eyes show a look of 

greed! 

 

The best! 

 

They are all the best! 

 



They have not never seen beautiful women, but, the three people of zining, among the beauties, belong 

to the top of the existence! 

 

What's more, although they are all extremely beautiful, they have their own unique beauty and 

different temperament. The appearance of these three women in front of them is just a visual feast! 

 

Even when Xu Hou, Xiang Qiang and others looked at the three men, their eyes flashed, as if a wolf saw 

a sheep, showing a mean smile. 

 

Even if they are too empty to exist, they are moved! 

 

What's more, what he wants is just the blood of Ye Chen. He doesn't care about other women. So these 

women are left to the disposal of Xu Hou and others. 

 

As for how to deal with it? 

 

Ha ha, how to deal with beautiful women, especially the top beauties like them? 

 

Xuanyuezong, the secret place and other people saw this, their faces changed wildly, and they burned 

Tiangang. At this time, they had already fought with blood all over their bodies, and half of their bodies 

were going to be broken. 

 

He half knelt on the ground and looked back to see the burning cherry coming out of the morning moon 

Pavilion, full of blood. His eyes were almost staring out of his eyes, and he roared in spite of the injury: 

 

"Yinger! What are you doing? Back to the morning moon Pavilion! Return to the morning moon Pavilion 

 

Burning sky Gang know his daughter, also because of this, at this time he is more afraid! 

 

Bai Zhentang and others also roared: "Zi Ning! Take Sun Yi and Xiao Ying back! It's none of your business 

here! Don't do anything stupid 

 



"Ha ha." 

 

At this time, Xu Hou laughed and sneered. 

 

"Stupid thing? Is it really stupid? In my opinion, not only is it not a stupid thing, but also an extremely 

wise decision? If it wasn't for Miss Sun Yi's appearance, how long would you have insisted on it? " 
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With that, he turned to Sun Yi and said, "Miss Sun, you have done a good job. You don't have to worry 

about it. After all, you know, we strong men from rich families are different from ordinary local people. 

We are gentle and gentle people who know how to show mercy and cherish jade. How can we bear to 

hurt you for a beautiful woman like you 

 

He suddenly showed a faint smile and said: "you can think about it. As long as you are willing to 

surrender, not only will there be no threat to your life, but also you will enjoy endless glory and wealth. 

My xujiagen is not a small xuanyuezong. How can we compare with it?" 

 

Hearing this, all the rich and powerful families laughed knowingly! 

 

The people who protect Sun Yi are still biting their teeth and staring at those powerful people with 

anger. They want to go crazy! 

 

Why? 

 

These people are so shameless! It's disgusting! 

 

These people, where is what kind of powerful family? What kind of gentleman? 

 

It's not as good as a pig or a dog! 



 

Xu Hou smiles insidiously. To be honest, Huoying, zining and others are really good-looking. But as the 

head of Xu family, is he short of beautiful women? 

 

Of course, there is no shortage. The reason why he is so is to insult Ye Chen and revenge Ye Chen. 

 

Although Xu Jiachen's death can be solved!? 

 

He Xu Hou, not only want to extinguish Ye Chen full door, but also let Ye Chen die also can't close his 

eyes! To torture Ye Chen forever! 

 

Strange on the strange, ye Chen lost to the unknown, strange on the strange, he Xu Hou had such a 

chance. 

 

But at this time, Sun Yi seemed to have not heard people's words. Her beautiful eyes were full of 

firmness and said to herself, "it will be over soon..." 

 

After that, she turned her head and looked at zining and said faintly, "sister purple, do it." 

 

Sun Yi's idea is very simple. The reason why xuanyuezong and the people of various forces will stick here 

is just to protect themselves. If she dies, will people not be able to flee for their lives? 

 

Zining nodded and raised her hand abruptly. She was going to fight against Sun Yi. She knew that there 

was no need to persist. From the present situation, her side was doomed. 

 

But at this time, Xu Hou's gloomy voice sounded again. 

 

"Want to die? You think you're dead, it's all over? " 

 

When he moved his hand, a bloody jade bottle appeared in front of him. 

 



"Hehe, did you think you wanted to commit suicide? I thought you were not so stupid. Now it seems 

that you are overestimated? " 

 

Feeling the strange wave of the bloody jade bottle, zining frowned slightly and could not help but stop. 

 

She had a bad premonition that there would be no good results if she took the palm. 

 

Xu Hou sneered: "this jade bottle is called Na blood bottle. Even if you can blow the opponent into 

nothingness with the power of your palm, you can also extract the blood from the corpse. Do you want 

to continue to fight? Hehe 

 

"Of course, even with this blood bottle, there will be losses. If you really die, it will be very troublesome 

for us." 

 

The Marquis Xu looked at zining Sanren and said, "well, you three, if you come here and kneel down and 

surrender, we will withdraw our troops. How about letting these people go? 

 

Oh, by the way, you don't want to be crooked. We just want to see your sincerity. " 

 

All the rich and powerful families are laughing again! 

 

The eyes of the three people of Zi Ning are completely dim, despairing, and mentally broken 

 

You can't even die? 

 

Not even the final power? 

 

God, do you really want to treat them like this? 

 

"Die for me!" 



 

Ge Qing roared fiercely. Regardless of the injury, he killed Zheng ruohu in front of him with a sword. He 

hated his incompetence and his weakness. If he had not been shot by Cai Hua, which led to the collapse 

of the balance of the war, how could Sun Yi and his wife suffer such humiliation? 

 

He has no face to face Ye Chen! 

 

Therefore, he knew that his sword could only bring his own death, and he would fight for it! 

 

Even death is better than letting Ye Chen's woman suffer humiliation for herself! 

 

Ye Chen side of the people, almost all the same idea, for a time, shout to kill the sky, all people, do not 

want to meet the enemy! 

 

However, the rich and powerful people are indifferent, the balance of the war has been broken, 

desperate to use it? 

 

Accelerate your own death. 

 

Zheng ruohu snorted coldly: "I don't know how to live or die!" 

 

With a punch, Ge Qing's body flew backward like a broken kite. His blood vomited wildly, and his chest 

was directly hit and collapsed, and he was on the verge of death! 

 

"Waste!" Zheng ruohu grinned grimly. His fists were pounding at GE Qing, but he didn't do his best! 

 

How can you kill Ge Qing so quickly? 

 

This old trash, didn't you suppress yourself just now? Ha ha, let him die so easily, isn't it cheap for 

him?For a while, Ge Qing's body, even a hundred fists, began to burst, bones, viscera, almost all broken, 

even if he survived, it was almost a waste man, right? 



 

Zheng ruohu stepped on Ge Qing's face with one foot, turning the sole of his foot at will, and stepping 

on Ge Qing's body to the ground. 

 

Looking at the weak breath of Ge Qing, Zheng ruohu's face shows a trace of boring color, which is the 

end? 

 

If we fight again, Ge Qing will die directly, right? 

 

However, it's almost time to send the dead dog back to the West. After that, he will join hands with Cai 

Hua to destroy the old royal stuff. In this way, the battle is basically over. As soon as the dozens of half 

step Taixu enter the arena and exist below Taixu, they will be killed instantly. 

 

Zheng ruohu with a sneer on his face, but he fell in love with several good-looking women. 

 

After the battle, there's something special about it, isn't it? 

 

Especially this kind of sentimental and righteous woman who would rather die than surrender! 

 

He is also too lazy to linger here in Ge Qing. It's better to end the battle and enjoy it. Zheng ruohu licks 

his lips, and he can't wait. 

 

He slowly raised his foot. If he went down, Ge Qing would become a puddle of meat! 

 

But at this time, a sudden change! 

 

There's a big bang on the sky! 

 

Space is broken, a huge crack appears out of thin air! 

 



And at the moment of the crack, there is a whole body burning red, but also from time to time burst, 

with the flame and electric light of the airship, with the speed of electric light flint, burst out of the 

space crack! 

 

The next moment, boom 

 

As soon as the airship burst through the space crack, it exploded directly! A huge fire cloud, almost 

covering the whole sky, appeared on the top of the people! 

 

All the people present were stunned, and Zheng ruohu was the same. His feet didn't step on for a time! 
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And in this moment when everyone was stunned, a figure flashed in the fire cloud! 

 

Even with the presence of Taixu's eyesight, a figure that could hardly be captured was shot at the gate of 

xuanyuezong! 

 

Within a millionth of a second, Zheng ruohu's eyes were wide open, and his pupils began to contract. He 

felt an extremely dangerous breath. Something came over! 

 

But he didn't have time to dodge and react! 

 

When this consciousness just appeared in his mind, there was a roar, a violent vibration of feifeng 

mountain, and an extremely strong impact force radiated around. People felt that the earth and the 

earth were shaking, and a strong wind that could not be described by words swept through! 

 

Feifeng mountain is located in this mountain range, thousands of peaks, began to collapse! 

 

But strange is, this is on the verge of collapse, collapse of feifeng mountain, but nothing! 



 

What's going on? Can't understand! 

 

It's illogical! If someone can do such a thing, he must control the power to the point that all the gods and 

demons will be moved by it! 

 

But Zheng ruohu's figure, then in this huge noise, completely disappeared from the world, even a trace, 

did not leave! 

 

No trace! 

 

In the place where Zheng ruohu originally stood, it was replaced by the figure of a man. 

 

The figure of a man stained with blood. 

 

The blood, of course, is Zheng ruohu's blood! 

 

And this man, of course, is Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen??? 

 

Ye Chen!!! 

 

At this time, the wind stopped and the dust and smoke disappeared. Finally, people saw the figure that 

came to xuanyuezong from the fire cloud, just like the God of heaven! 

 

That face is a face that many people present are very familiar with. Even those who have not seen Ye 

Chen, they know a face from the hearsay! 

 

It's Ye Chen's face! 



 

Ye Chen, I didn't die!!! Not only not dead! Many people are surprised to find that ye Chen has broken 

through the sealed door! 

 

Xuanyuezong, Shenhuo academy, secret place, many people, all cried, shed tears! 

 

They had been in a desperate situation and were ready to die, but it was just then! 

 

God comes! 

 

The real God comes! 

 

Half angel! Half the devil! 

 

Their angel, the devil of the enemy! 

 

What kind of moving is this? How can you not cry! 

 

Originally, Ge Qing lost, the balance of the war situation has been broken, but with the emergence of Ye 

Chen, everything has changed! 

 

An appearance will be a too empty existence in an instant seconds, turn the world around the man, 

what can not be changed? 

 

"Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah!" 

 

Ye Chen 

 

"Ye Chen is back 

 



Xuanyuezong, can not help but echo a shout of cheers, resounding through the sky! 

 

And more people are crying! 

 

Originally, the eyes of Sun Yi's three daughters were completely dim and lost consciousness. They stood 

still like puppets. 

 

But when they see clearly the true face of the God from the sky, in the beautiful eyes, the divine light is 

shining in an instant! 

 

Ye Chen is back! 

 

Their men, come back! 

 

Ye Chen slowly picked up Ge Qing, and his eyes were already red. For him, he was also a teacher and a 

friend. At this time, he was hurt to look like this. Ye Chen's heart was really shocked. 

 

Ge Qing was speechless at this time, and his throat was full of blood. But he looked at Ye Chen's eyes, 

but he was gratified, but satisfied, without any dissatisfaction and complaint, even if he was about to 

die. 

 

Ye Chen takes a deep breath and suppresses his mood. He suddenly opens his palm and sticks it to ge 

Qing's mouth. 

 

Blood, along Ge Qing's mouth into the body. 

 

Ge Qing, originally thought that he was doomed to die, but in an instant, his eyes changed. As soon as ye 

Chen's blood entered his body, he turned into an incomparable surging vitality, protecting his origin! 

 

Although, can't let him recover completely, but, life is saved temporarily! 

 



Terror! 

 

It's horrible! 

 

Even if it is a miracle medicine, it may not be able to achieve this point! 

 

Ye Chen slowly put down Ge Qing's body, stood up and looked at the rich and powerful people. His eyes 

were extremely cold. 

 

What kind of eyes are those! 

 

Bloodthirsty! 

 

Devil! 

 

The deepest coldness of Jiuyou! 

 

He never wanted to kill anyone like that. 

 

And the person who is swept by Ye Chen's eyes, even if it is too empty, can't help but shiver all over, as 

if being watched by some monstrous beast! 

 

"No way 

 

Xu Hou almost roared wildly. They were about to win and get Ye Chen's blood. How could this happen? 

 

"You can't be alive!"Xu Hou pointed to Ye Chen and roared, turning his head to the rich and powerful 

people: "moreover, even if he is alive, he is not a sealed door! This must be a fake. It must be a 

conspiracy of these people. Let's not be fooled! 

 



Maybe it's just a magic trick! Just want the Jedi to turn the tables! Don't be cheated 

 

"Magic?" Ye Chen coldly, "that you see this is also illusory?" 

 

He was like a million years of extremely cold ice crystal general eyes, fell on a group of powerful martial 

arts. 

 

Lips slightly open, slowly spit out three words. 

 

"Shensha sea." 

 

It's like the real God's majesty, it's just like the devil's extremely evil spirit, it's an endless sea of killing 

blood, God's mind is a knife, cutting all things. 

 

In an instant, the shensha sea submerged tens of thousands of martial arts practitioners. 

 

These warriors who survived under the attack of Horcrux, spirit space, all have soul crystal or 

supernatural spirit. 

 

Yes! 

 

After a billionth of a second, these people, without exception, are falling back in neat order. 

 

On their faces, in the seven orifices, blood gushed out, and the spirits of these people were all lost 

 

Silence. 

 

Indescribable, just like the eternal silence! 

 

No one can believe their eyes. 



 

What happened? 

 

A large number of Taixu, half step Taixu strong, feel their minds burst, thinking has been reduced to the 

level of infants 

 

Incomprehensible, totally incomprehensible 

 

Ye Chen, how could you kill thousands of warriors with one hand? 

 

Are they all above the star orifices, or even the martial arts of sealing the door? 

 

Is this a man? 

 

This is the real devil! 

 

After the extreme shock, there is fear, as if to be swallowed up by the black hole in the universe! 

 

Who can resist such a monster? 

 

Ye Chen looked at Xu Hou and said coldly, "now, do you still think this is an illusion?" 

 

Xu Hou's face, already completely pale, hallucination? 

 

How could it be an illusion? The disappearance of the breath of life and death, they have different levels 

of understanding of life and death of the existence of Taixu, but induction clearly ah 

 

However, Xu Hou was still unwilling to believe and face it. 

 



Because it's weird, isn't it?! 

 

A person, a person who was thought to be dead, is not only alive, but also has a surge in strength after 

the return? 

 

He felt that his brain was running out. 

 


